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Since 1958, Pizza Hut has been first with many 
innovative feats. From being the first to deliver 
to the moon and the White House, Pizza Hut  
has continued to be the cutting edge leader in  
the pizza marketplace. 

Recently, Pizza Hut introduced a significant 
update to their technology through website and 
application redesigns. They want customers to  
join them in their efforts to make ordering pizza 
online the preferred choice. 

Although Millennials are the “social generation,” 
they are unaware of the digital ordering benefits 
and the exclusive deals Pizza Hut offers. Our 
agency, .Dot will bring awareness to the target 
audience with an integrated advertising and  
social media campaign, innovative technologies, 
hilarious spokespeople, community interaction, 
and online only incentives. 

Let’s take a look.
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10
FOCUS GROUPS

Convenient Sampling

Probability Sample

240
INTERVIEWS

Probability Sample

455
SURVEYS

4 Competitor UX/UI group evaluations

8 PH website and app UX/UI evaluations 

EXCLUSIVE Insider Access

Ux/UI testing

Goals

1 Pizza delivery driver insider

3 Interviews with pizza delivery drivers

2 Interviews with Pizza Hut managers

12 Observational analysis at Pizza Hut

1. Discover why Millennials order via phone.

2. Understand how to motivate Millennials to 
    switch from phone to digital ordering.

3. Identify the success of the Pizza Hut  
    user experience and interface(UX/UI)  
    with pizzahut.com and the app.

18 ANALYSES

4

Total Order
Experiences12

App

Website

Phone Call

18

2

Research // overview
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YOUNGER MILLENNIAL // SINGLE

Younger Millennials, older Millennials, and 
Famillennials: These groups comprise the  
largest consumer buying market in the U.S.  

According to Technomic, three archetypes 
describe each persona: 

1. Functional Eater 

2. Food service Hobbyist

3. Busy Balancer 

Through our research, we’ve discovered each 
of their Pizza Hut brand perceptions and online 
ordering prerequisites.  

David is 23-years-old. This recent college graduate has just landed his first  
full-time job in Los Angeles. He is tech savvy who loves the next new thing.  
He is always up-to-date with his gadgets and saves to get the latest releases.  
He typically spends more than eight hours a month watching online videos.  
To save money, he normally stays in and plays video games with friends or 
goes out to a free, local event. 

This Functional Eater1 orders pizza because it is tasty, filling, convenient and 
affordable. He tried ordering on Pizza Hut’s website once before but thought  
the process was lengthy. David and his friends normally call in to get their  
usual, five pepperoni pizzas, and occasionally they grab a phone-in deal.

// DAVID GONZALES:

David is 

disappointed with 

his pizzahut.com 

experience.

2015 TECHNOMIC CONSUMER FOOD SERVICE,
LANDSCAPE EATER ARCHETYPES

Eat Unique Differentiators Demographic Skews

Functional 
Eaters1

Food is fuel. Opts for familiar 
restaurants, looks for low 
prices.

Young Millennial,  
low Income.

Food 
Service
Hobbyist2

Dining out is a hobby. Very 
value conscious, looks for mix 
of new and familiar restaurants.

Famillennial, Gen X,  
kids & household.

Busy
Balancers3

On the go, multitasker. Food 
service makes life easier.

Quarter life Millennial,  
mid-to-upper Income.

Target Market
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// ASHLEY LEON:
Ashley is 31-years-old. Raising two children in Orlando, 
Florida, she enjoys outside activities with her kids. She 
is constantly shuttling her kids to and from Little League 
Baseball, karate practice and Girl Scouts. Because she 
stays busy, she’s constantly looking for good value deals 
that simplify her life.

This Food service Hobbyist2 tries to cook when she can,  
but knows she can always rely on Pizza Hut’s fast delivery  
with easy clean up. She loves deals and often orders the 
Big Dinner Box for her family. Since she orders regularly, 
she has her local Pizza Hut on speed dial. For Ashley, this 
is the only way to order. She is not interested in learning  
how to navigate a website.

// Cheryl coy:
Cheryl, 25-years-old, is a married woman. Living in Chicago, she is 
always sure to check the local weather and social media to prepare 
herself for the day. A proud urbanite, she commutes via public transit into 
the city where she manages five employees at an event planning firm. 

She normally arrives home after 7pm and is usually too tired to cook, 
so she frequently orders out. Her and her husband like variety and 
freshness and constantly try new fast-casual chains. Cheryl supports 
community-conscious brands and follows them on Facebook, Pinterest 
and Twitter. She shops online with Amazon and eBay because she 
enjoys the ease of use and quick checkout. 

As a Busy Balancer3, she finds  
it quicker to order Pizza Hut by 
phone. Spending a lot of time 
on the phone working and 
socializing leaves her going 
back to habits that have 
always worked for her. She 
is aware that the Pizza Hut 
menu has changed but is 
not aware of pizzahut.com’s 
new enhancement or the 
variety it showcases. 

Cheryl is unaware of online 
ordering benefits.

Ashley is resistant 
to order online with 
Pizza Hut.

FAMILLEnNIAL// SINGLE, WITH KIDS

QUARTER LIFE MILLENNIAL// married, no kids

Target Market
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Primary research revealed three main obstacles we must overcome to  
change our target markets’ behavior from phone ordering to online ordering.

Initial problematic experiences with 
the website have discouraged users 
second attempts.

App requires too many clicks to use.

Online widgets, like trackers, aren’t as 
well liked compared to other brands. 

“I lost patience with filling out the 
multiple screens on the app.”

“I really love the Domino’s Tracker. 
The Pizza Hut countdown pop-up 
accentuates the time it takes.”

“It is a poor website, and confusing 
navigation options.”

1. UX/UI Disappointment

Calling in orders is a habit and it’s 
perceived more convenient and easier 
way to order pizza.

Talking to someone when ordering by 
phone offers a personal interaction that 
the target market likes.

New technologies including online 
ordering requires users to familiarize 
themselves with the interface. 

“I don’t talk on the phone much, so I 
like the human interaction of calling.”

“It’s hard to pay attention to my 
kids and go through the process of 
ordering online.”

“When I call, I feel, it’s faster and 
easier to talk to a person.”

2. Online resistance

Target market doesn’t understand it is 
necessary to go online to see all the 
menu items.

They don’t know the online tools have 
been updated.

Unaware of the newest changes at 
Pizza Hut, they lack the motivation to 
order online. 

“I don’t even know about all the new 
menu options.”

“I never see Pizza Hut restaurants 
anymore. It seems like they have 
downsized. Are they still around?”

“Sounds fancy, is the pizza more 
expensive now?”

3. Brand AWARENESS

Research Analysis // obstacles & insight
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Campaign 
Tactics

Introduce campaign 
big idea that 
celebrates all things 
new at Pizza Hut. 

1

Introduce website and 
mobile app enhancement.

2

Highlight benefits of 
online ordering with 
traditional media.

3

Introduce engaging 
interactive teaching 
tools to motivate our 
current customers to 
move online. 

4

Promote online only 
incentives.

5

Build media buzz.

6

Create a social media 
conversation. 

7

Evaluate campaign 
metrics and data.

8

Adjust accordingly 
to data results.

9

CAMPAIGN STRATEGY

To motivate our target’s use of digital platforms, we must counteract 
disappointment, reduce resistance, and improve awareness of Pizza  
Hut’s online brand experience through the creation of:

1. Humorous, real life educational campaign.
2. Improved online tools.
3. Value-oriented online only incentives.

Strategy & Tactics
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Why are we advertising?
Promote behavioral change within the 
target market.

Convert phone call orders to pizzahut.com 
and Pizza Hut’s app.

To Whom are we Talking?
We will be targeting Millennials and 
Famillennials who closely relate to David, 
Ashley and Cheryl.

What does our target currently think?
“It’s easier, faster and more convenient to 
call in my order to Pizza Hut, than to deal 
with all the problems with the website.”

What would we like them to think?
“Ordering online is faster, easier, and more 
convenient. There are new things at Pizza 
Hut that can only be experienced if I go 
online.”

Brand Personality :

Fun
Young
Embraces technology
Community oriented
Memorable 
Silly, yet still witty
Doesn’t take itself too seriously

Creative Brief
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Hut’s Up Now is designed to engage the consumer 
with the Pizza Hut brand in a comedic, interactive, 
and unique way.

UX/UI enhancements on pizzahut.com and Pizza 
Hut app will delight consumers. These add-ons 
will fulfill the consumers craving for a streamlined 
digital experience. 

Modifications that enhance the current 
Pizza Hut website and app.

A traditional and new media advertising 
campaign. 

Unique, augmented reality pizza  
box experience.

Fun and relatable Tour Guide 
characters. 

100K Pizza Giveaway Tour with the  
Hut Truck and supporting microsite.

Social media campaign.

#hutsupnow.

CAMPAIGN DELIVERABLES

BIG Idea  // celebrating the new 1
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1. Pizza Hut Tracker
Show the progress of a user’s 
order from the store’s oven to the 
customer’s table. Eliminate the 
countdown, a reminder that time is 
passing.

4. Delivery Driver Picture
After placing an order digitally, the 
delivery driver’s photo will be sent 
to the customer, adding a personal 
touch and security.

3. Social Media Integration
After the customer orders, they will 
be able to share through Facebook 
or Twitter a default message:  
“Tom is bringing the party home 
tonight with PH!”

2. Quick Checkout
A button on the homepage directs 
previous customers to expedite 
checkout: “Here’s what you 
ordered last.” 

Our research revealed the new Pizza Hut website design is well liked, but  
our focus groups prefer a more streamlined online ordering experience.

2WEBSITE // enhancement
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We propose the Pizza Hut mobile app modifications include a new intuitive optional ordering method and streamlined checkout.

1. Pizza Hut’s “Fast Track” 
Customers create a pizza through 
tactile interaction. A button on the 
navigation menu will direct customers 
to this section, then a sequence of 
screens will prompt them through the 
ordering process.

3. Place order
The customer has an option to use 
“Geolocation” to auto populate their 
physical location. Upon selection of 
“Place Order,” a notification will direct 
the customer to the interactive portion 
of the app.

1 2 3

2. Choose options: 
Customers have individual screens to 
choose options: 

Size
Crust
Toppings 

Sauce
Drizzle
Crust Flavors

Mobile App // enhancement

WHY THIS WORKS:

Fast Track streamlines ordering and enhances user control of the app. 

Simplified interface improves user experiences.

Streamline process increases user returns to repeat orders.
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We start Hut’s Up Now with an educational and awareness 
campaign with a mix of outdoor, transit and grocery cart 
advertising.

85% of pizza is consumed at home as families, traditional  
media reaches our target market to and from home. 

Billboards

build  your
   dream

3TRADITIONAL // CREATING AWARENESS

WHY THIS WORKS:

Improves media reach to existing customers including 
those who are not as technologically savvy.

Support other deliverable rollouts for increased awareness. 
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Bus Stops Grocery Carts

Order

while
in  line

ONLINE

TRADITIONAL // CREATING AWARENESS



Every customer who orders a pizza from Pizza Hut, receives our Hut View, augmented reality (AR), stylized pizza box. The Pizza 
Hut box is the single, most direct way we reach all our customers, including the ones we want to move online. When we realized 
this, it was an “a-ha” moment.

Platform: 
Our box features an Augmented Reality experience, called Hut 
View, where customers interact with a code on the box using 
their app or computer. Customers will be able to view video and 
graphic content. Clear graphics on the box guides customers 
how to activate Hut View and entice them to participate.

Plan: 
We share everything new at Pizza Hut through our pizza 
box. This includes benefits of online ordering presented in an 
entertaining, innovative, and interactive experience appealing  
to Millennials.

Additional Benefits: 
Surprise incentives including giveaways are integrated into Hut 
View to generate social media buzz.Augmented Reality - HUT VIEW

An introductory overlay screen 
guides App users to Hut View.

After receiving the pizza, users 
see directions leading them to 
engage in Hut View.

Our Tour Guides entertain and 
inform viewers about the $5K 
dough giveaway for digital 
ordering and exclusive deals in 
conjunction with Hut’s Up Now.

 Since Hut View is built-in, 
customers do not leave the app 
and can switch between ordering 
and Hut View seamlessly.

14

4AUGMENTED REALITY PIZZA BOX // INTERACTIVE & FUN
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Contingency CREATIVE: 
A very flexible platform that can be measured and modified quickly. 
Video content and incentive changes can be implemented quickly 
from a remote location to respond to unanticipated trends or desired 
topical content. 

DESKTOP HUT VIEW ACCESS: 
Our Hut View experience can also be accessed by laptops or 
desktops. The microsite has an embedded Hut View feature 
allowing activation by a trigger logo printed on the underside  
of a peel off found on the pizza box.

Alternative On- Box Coupon: 
Customers who don’t participate 
with Hut View still receive  
a coupon on the box future  
online purchase.

Only digital ordering deals are 
found printed on the box below 
the peel off. 

Consumers scan the back of 
the peel off with their device to 
access Hut View.

HUT VIEW PIZZA BOX peel off // Interaction

WHY THIS WORKS:

Augmented reality is an entertaining experience.

Viewer engagement is easily tracked for metrics.

Hut View is easy to use for anyone with an Internet connection.

Current customers who order pizza are invited to participate.

Pizza Hut menu items can be featured centerpieces.

Campaign deliverables can be introduced and advertised.
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TOUR GUIDES // Interaction

TOUR GUIDES:
To promote digital ordering, a hired comedic duo will be 
featured in our Hut’s Up Now campaign. Through Hut View, 
radio spots, and as guest delivery drivers, they express the 
new brand attitude.

The duos personalities are distinct and relatable to the target 
audience. One positioned as a uninformed, reluctant younger 
Millennial. The other as a reassuring, change-embracing 
older Millennial.

The Tour Guides become the face of change and they invite 
the audience to advance their ordering to a digital experience.

WHY THIS WORKS:

Research shows humor engages the target market.

Consumers relate to honest, quirky personalities. 

Tour Guides bring the Hut’s Up Now story to consumers.

Tour Guides add a human element to technology and provide a 
friendly voice.
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Video and radio spots will feature the Tour Guides who share with customers  
benefits of online ordering through comedic and satirical song and dialogue. 

Tyler: What’s wrong?
Terry: I thought we’d be bigger! 
And what’s up with our voices? 
What if someone sees us like this?

SHOT 1: Small Surprise
Announcer: Order online today to 
check out Pizza Hut’s exclusive 
deals and take a look at our 
exciting new menu at Pizza-Hut-
dot-com. 

SHOT 4: God-Like Announcer
Terry: What is that?
Tyler: It’s two billion pizza 
combinations from the new  
menu right at our fingertips!

SHOT 2: Floating Ingredients
Tyler: Oh I’m going to get them all!
SHOT 3: Get 'Em All

Radio Script #1 // “Too Many to Say”

TYLER: Hey man, hut’s up?

TERRY: Dude! Pizza Hut has so  
many flavor combinations it blows 
 my fragile mind!

TYLER: How many could they  
possibly have?

TERRY: Well...They have skinny, 
pan, hand tossed, BBQ, meat lovers, 
pepperoni lovers, veggie lovers, all 

kinds a lovers, hot and twisted, pretzel 
piggy, honey sriracha, buffalo sauce, 
no sauce, no loss, chicken, beef, ham, 
cheese, pepper, tomato, bacon cheese 
stuffed crust, supreme, spicy Sicilian, 
garden party, meat brawl, bacon cheese 
burger, cherry pepper bombshell... 
(Long inhale to catch breath but 
collapses instead and you hear him  
hit the floor.) 
 

TYLER: Okay. A simple go online and 
see for yourself would’ve worked but 
that was an amazing waste of time.

TERRY: (wheezing, out of breath) 
thanks…

ANNCR: With Pizza Hut having over 2 
billion combinations of flavor to choose 
from it is impossible to list them on the 
phone so order online today to see all 
the delicious possibilities!

Additional recorded Radio Spots

“Elementary Ordering”
“Things Improve as Time  
Goes On”
“Truck Rap”

TOUR GUIDES // HUT VIEW SPOTS
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Millennials love comedy, parody, and novelties from childhood. Using 
highly nostalgic characters to give away $5,000 through the Hut 
View experience, will motivate digital sales. Winners are selected at 
random through their Pizza Hut accounts. 

When a winning customer activates Hut View, a special message 
announcing their prize will pop up. Users will have 24 hours  
following the delivery to activate the message or another customer  
will be selected. 

I’ve Got THE Golden Ticket

Tyler & Terry: (Singing Together) 
Oompa Loompa Doop-a-Dee-Do. 
When you follow us, there’s pizza 
for you.

Tyler: (Singing) What do you get 
when you order online?

Terry: (Singing) You win lots  
of money that will make you  
feel fine. 

TYLER: (Singing) What are you  
at simply calling from home? 
TERRY: (Singing) You’ll look like 
a dog-that-last-bone! 

Tyler & Terry: (Singing together) 
Hut’s up now at Pizza Hut!

ANNCR: Log on to your Pizza 
Hut account today for a chance 
to win the Five-K-Dough Giveaway 
Golden Ticket.  
For more info visit  
huts-up-now-dot-com. 

SHOT 1: OOmpA LOOmpA SHOT 2: PHONE TAP SHOT 3: GOLDEN TICKET SHOT 4: HUT’S UP NOW

5 $5k dough giveaway// online only incentive

WHY THIS WORKS:

Chance to win weekly gets customers to check their Hut View.

Creates social media buzz.

Surprise element is fun.

880 of 1,000 Millennial surveyed re-watch movies and shows they 
watched as children.
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100K Pizza Giveaway:
Pizza Hut will deliver 100,000 free pizzas to a nation hungry  
for flavor innovation.

Participants can enter to win a free pizza celebration by  
going online to HutsUpNow.com. 

Customers can use Pizza Hut’s new menu to create a  
single pizza or up to 25 specialty pizzas for a celebration  
of their choice. 

A random drawing will select the winners and local Pizza  
Hut stores will deliver the pizzas.

100k pizza giveaway// online only incentive

WHY THIS WORKS:

It gets users to order through the 
microsite.

Ignites social media buzz.

Creates the feel of an exclusive club.

Target Market identifies with 
philanthropic companies.
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To bring more awareness and excitement  
to the 100K Pizza Giveaway we designed  
a new delivery vehicle: The Hut Truck.

Our Tour Guides will travel across the 
nation in the Hut Truck and make surprise 
deliveries to lucky winners. 

Local Pizza Hut stores will prepare pies  
for delivery within a 24 hour notice.

Traditional, digital, Hut View, and pizza 
boxes advertising provides support for  
the vehicle. 

Push notifications proceed the vehicle state 
to state and the Tour Guides contact local 
Hut Lovers to encourage them to enter. 

Winning deliveries will be filmed and shown 
on the Hut’s Up Now microsite, YouTube 
and other social media sites.

Additional free stops are made on the way 
to give free pizza at local events, concerts 
and gatherings to promote online ordering. 

6Hut truck // build media buzz

WHY THIS WORKS:

Route is tracked and pizzas delivered 
while providing a planned spontaneity.

Viral video and social media is integrated 
into the campaign at different touchpoints.

Digital app screen on the back of the truck 
for user interaction.

The Hut Truck creates awareness and lets 
customers be part of an exclusive club.
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about ushot rod streamwhat’s next?contest

pizza hut retweeted

User3948 @user3948

Getting my free pizza from the @pizzahut truck!
Hut’s Up Now Truck is in Seattle! #hutsupnow

45m

52 97

User2931 @user2931

Won free pizza from @pizzahut! Party food is
served. #hutsupnow #happybirthdaymichael

1h

3 67

a free pizza celebration 

social feed

pizzahut 2h

tyler and terry

enter to win

where are we going next?

see our map

first name

last name

email address

contest rules and details

make me a winner

hut’s up
reality

Click here to
launch video

about ushot rod streamwhat’s next?contest

tyler and terry
PREVIOUS LOCATIONS
Seattle, WA
Portland, OR
San Francisco, CA
San Bernardino-Riverside, CA
Los Angeles, CA

san diego, CA

hut’s up
reality

Click here to
launch video

about ushot rod streamwhat’s next?contest

a free pizza celebration 
enter to win

Choose your crust

hut’s up
reality

Click here to
launch video

Users make an account 
to win a free pizza 
celebration.

Users use the Pizza 
Hut menu interface 
to design their pizza 
entries.

Regular updates 
stream on social 
media.

Viewers follow, read 
and post about Hut’s 
Up Now.

Popular posts  
are highlighted.

Map tracks the location 
of the Hut Truck.

Hut View videos 
are uploaded as the 
truck moves through 
the country, as new 
locations are revealed.

Clicking on cities show 
images and video of 
local interactions.

Video footage of Tour 
Guide pizza deliveries 
will be showcased 
through Hut View. 

As our campaign rolls out, our Hut’s Up Now microsite incorporates on-site  
video, blogging, and social media proof for an enhanced user experience. 

Hut’s up now microsite // build media buzz

WHY THIS WORKS:

Entering contests builds 
anticipation and encourages  
users to return.

Familiarity of the website improves 
future online ordering experiences.

Users sharing content increases 
Hut’s Up Now awareness.
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July – September
Hut’s Up Now Campaign

September – November 
Continue the Conversation

December
Make an Impression

Facebook Prize information, rules to win,  
Hut View experience.

Share customers winning free pizza  
and money. Share $5k winner stories.

Twitter Start interacting with customers. Tyler and Terry tweet their travels. People’s experience with Hut’s Up Now.

Instagram Tyler and Terry preparing the Hut Truck. Customers, pizzas, and Tyler and Terry. Deliveries and surprises.

Youtube $5,000 customer reaction videos. Campaign video compilation.

Social Media and calendar
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MEDIA TYPE JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC COST IMPRESSIONS
Social Media
Facebook $390,000 160,329,000
Instagram $195,000 123,815,900
Twitter $390,000 249,336,204
Youtube $180,000 23,684,208
Web and Digital
Programatic $6,000,000 3,130,434,780
Hulu $750,000 27,272,725
Xbox $150,000 8,776,740
Out of Home
Major Market Cities $9,398,725 4,798,843,880
Interactive Transit $1,500,000 468,750,000
Grocery Carts $165,000 249,000,000
Online Radio
Spotify Radio $600,000 30,000,000
Pandora Radio $600,000 34,500,000
Augmented Reality
Actors and Video $2,500,000
Augmented Reality Equipment $4,500 53,903,850
Other
Microsite $25,000
Truck and Equipment $161,962 809,810,000
Giveaways $700,000
Box Peel Off Promo $500,000 71,871,800
Contingency
Plan $1,275,000
TOTAL $ 25,485,187 10,240,329,087

Social Media WEB and Digital Out of Home Online Radio Contingency

TOTAL CPM $2.49

4.53% 27.06% 43.39% 4.71%

Other

5.44%

Augmented Reality

9.82% 5%

7Media plan// $25,500,000
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BEFORE

AFTER

VS

1. Attract 2. Engage 3. Convert 4. Analyze + Renew
Traditional Outdoor + 
Shopping Cart Ads $5k Dough Giveaway Account Creation Account Creation + Brand Engagement

Digital Radio 100k Pizza Giveaway Website + App Digital Fluency Microsite Traffic

Modified Website + App Pizza Box Coupon Positive Brand Feelings Social Media Conversations

Truck Tour Pizza Celebrations Online Orders Hut View Engagement

Hut View Designed  
Pizza Boxes

Social Media and  
Microsite Content Online Orders

88% 53% 42% 5%

60%  Conversion 80%  Conversion 12%  Conversion

AWAR EN ESS Consideration USE Willing to recommend

Increased app and 
website use by 38%.

Users considered 
ordering digitally 
increased by 31%.

Target market willing 
to recommend use 
increased by 13%.

Awareness of the 
digital experience 
increased by 8%.

96% 84% 80% 18%

88%  Conversion 95%  Conversion 23%  Conversion

AWAR EN ESS Willing to recommendUSEConsideration

Metrics // strategy phases 8
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Hut’s Up Now will reach our target market through various traditional and new media outlets. 
With a budget of $25.5 million, we will utilize billboard, transit, shopping carts, Augmented 
Reality, Internet radio, web advertising, social media, and a delivery truck.

The only way to view the augmented 
tView in the Pizza Hut app. We can 
track and collect data on user habits 
by measuring click through rates and 
ordering behavior.

AUGMENTED REALITY

YouTube leaderboards and Comscore 
media metrics will let us measure who is 
seeing our online videos, and allow us to 
adjust marketing efforts accordingly.

VIDEO

When choosing the location of OOH 
advertisements, we paid close attention 
to the Traffic Audit Bureau for Media 
Measurement (TAB). 

These ratings measure how many 
people will see our ad, rather than who 
had the potential to see the ad, and 
demographics of the viewer. 

OUT OF HOME (OOH)

Length of time users spend on our 
microsite and amount of pages viewed 
per visit are relevant to our data analysis. 
We will compare pre and post advertising 
traffic on pizzahut.com. 

Weekly reports regarding traffic and 
interaction can be used to adjust the 
campaign accordingly.

Online

Talkwalker provides social data 
intelligence and efficient reporting that  
will let us listen to Pizza Hut’s social  
media conversation.  

We will benchmark Pizza Hut against 
other brands in the industry and will 
have access to advanced KPI’s. 

We then can measure the outcome of our 
campaign with advanced data analytics.   

SOCIAL MEDIA

Metrics
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flavor station
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pizzahut.com

Proposed Kiosk
Our research indicated our target market 
was interested in accessing Pizza Hut 
at convenient locations outside-of-
home. Since the time frame for the mass 
production of kiosks fell outside of our 
campaign window, we propose this digital 
touchpoint be implemented in 2016, after  
a successful, small-scale test period. 

Kiosks provide a reminder to order Pizza 
Hut in a variety of locations near Redbox 
rental stands in grocery and super stores. 

Nothing better than a Pizza and a Movie 
Convenience stores, malls, and sheltered, 
outdoor locations with regular walking 
traffic provide opportunities for expansion. 
The simplified user interface streamlines 
the ordering process and continues to 
move customers online. 

CAMPAIGN FLEXIBILITY
Good plans need a backup and we have built 
flexibility into our creative and media plan. 
We anticipate that the Tour Guides will be a 
hit, but if not, the Hut View content can be 
adjusted. If it is popular our Hut View videos 
can be played on YouTube and Hulu as 
advertisements. 

If our Hut Truck is doing well, we can add 
more stops to route and divert money from 
other parts of the campaign to pay for the 
incentives. If we aren’t getting the website 
traffic from OOH advertising, we will move  
the buys to different areas within each city  
to bring more awareness.

Then if the campaign is successful we can 
scale accordingly.

Research discovered some users 
would try to place an order through 
the Pizza Hut app only to receive 
a, “Sorry, we can’t deliver to your 
location, please call a Pizza Hut to 
place an order.” 

Uber can partner with Pizza Hut to 
provide drivers who automatically 
deliver orders placed through the app 
and could not otherwise be delivered 
by Pizza Hut.

Partnership with UBER

Future Suggestions 9
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.Dot… The thought that hasn’t finished, the 
story that isn’t over. The possibilities to come 
are endless and we convey that sentiment in our 
client relations. We are an agency of young bucks 
and hot shots, trained and experienced to make 
the most of any opportunity we are presented 
with. We are ready to put ourselves out there and 
most of all, we are ready to serve your company.

WE LEAVE A MARK 
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